
High Impact Communication  
& Interpersonal Skills
Connect & Engage with Influence Using Effective NLP Skills

Module 1
The power of engage  

and connect

Module 2
Dealing with objections  

and conflicts

Module 3  
Communication  

essential

Module 4
Be the master of body  

language

NLP is the solution where it will provide an edge in how the employee can communication effectively as a proven

weapon and can make a dramatic difference in how a conversation can be made on a daily basis. NLP can make changes

in how you can connect and engage with people of different personalities in any given situation. In NLP there are many

different processes and techniques that you can use that will allow people to become more responsive. With the right

communication tools and the understanding of body language, and decoding the message of every word a person is

sending, we will be able to talk our way through as well as building one’s self-esteem and confident.

Course Outline

Key Objectives

• To have a clear understanding of what good communication skills like and how they can improve their abilities by  

identifying their individual communication strengths and challenges

• Learn the effective ways in handling objection and gaining the “yes” from others

• Create a win-win situation by applying human relationship principles when dealing with customers, staff, colleagues, and  

supervisors.

• Learn the effective ways in developing the rapport with others and engage with the people around them effectively.

Methodology

This conventional seminar is structured to be lively and interesting as we learn the best in moments of enjoyment. It

also flows with the participants’ needs and wants. The training methods we apply in our program are such as using the

video clips, role-plays, demonstrations, games as well as lecturing.

Module 5  
Relationship  

building

Module 6
The right words, the  

right outcome

Module 7
Create winning behavior  

in the business place

Module 8
The laws of evergreen  

employee


